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number of applications for company
restoration; and
• 26 groups of companies have undergone
amalgamation through the new court-free
procedure.
In recognition of the efforts of the Companies Registry (“CR”) in implementing and
promoting the new Ordinance to foster
Hong Kong’s competitiveness as an ideal
place to do business, the CR was awarded
the Gold Prize of the Departmental Service
Enhancement Award in the Civil Service
Outstanding Service Award Scheme 2015.
Hong Kong’s position as a major
international financial and commercial
centre has been fostered since the
implementation of the Ordinance.
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T

he
new
Companies
Ordinance, Chapter 622 of
the Laws of Hong Kong, has
entered its third year of
implementation since March 2014. This
article seeks to review the achievements
over the past two years and highlight the
e-services of the Companies Registry and
other legislative proposal in the pipeline.
The new Companies Ordinance (“the
Ordinance”) introduced a new corporate
regulatory regime for the incorporation
and operation of companies in Hong Kong
to achieve four main objectives - enhance
corporate governance, facilitate business,
ensure better regulation and modernise
Hong Kong’s company law.
Achievements Since Implementation
A number of measures have been
introduced under the Ordinance to
simplify statutory procedures, reduce the
compliance costs of companies and cater
for the needs of small and medium-sized
enterprises. In particular, the Ordinance
has simplified the procedures for starting a
business in Hong Kong by abolishing the
memorandum of association and making
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the use of a common seal optional. Hong
Kong improved its ranking from eighth to
fourth globally in “starting a business” in
World Bank’s Doing Business 2016 Report.
The Ordinance also provides an alternative
court-free procedure for the reduction of a
company’s capital and introduces a new
administrative procedure for the restoration
of companies to the Companies Register.
Transition to the new regime has been very
smooth, with the business community widely
adopting the new initiatives which aim to
facilitate business and save costs. The
following are some statistics for 2015 which
exemplify the achievement of the objectives:
• around 57% of the new companies
incorporated electronically adopted the
sample articles of association provided at
the e-Registry (www.eregistry.gov.hk);
• 173 out of 176 companies which reduced
their capital made use of the alternative
court-free procedure;
• 328 applications for restoration of
companies to the Companies Register
using the administrative restoration
procedures were received in 2015, which
represented about 54% of the total

Enhancing Corporate Governance
A host of initiatives to enhance corporate
governance have been introduced under the
Ordinance. These include, among others,
requiring every private company to have at
least one individual acting as director to
enhance corporate transparency and
accountability, introducing more effective
rules to deal with directors’ conflicts of
interest to foster shareholder protection,
and empowering auditors to require a wider
range of persons to provide information or
explanations required for the performance
of the auditors’ duties.
With the unwavering efforts of all
concerned, we are delighted to see that the
standard of corporate governance in Hong
Kong has reached a new height. The World
Bank has ranked Hong Kong first among
189 economies for the second year in
“protecting minority investors” in its Doing
Business 2016 Report. The World Bank
commended Hong Kong for introducing
requirements for directors to provide more
detailed disclosure of conflicts of interest
under the Ordinance.
To enhance stakeholders’ awareness of new
disclosure requirements under the
Ordinance, we issued reminder letters in
September and October 2015 to all guarantee companies to remind them of the new
requirements on delivery of annual returns.

Reminders have also been sent to all private
companies which have not reported the
appointment of at least one natural person
acting as a director.
In parallel, we have stepped up our enforcement efforts. An Inspection Unit has been
set up to conduct site visits of the registered
office addresses of companies. The inspectors will check compliance, for example, with
the requirements on disclosure of company
names and keeping of company registers,
including the registers of members, directors
and company secretaries. During the visits,
we also provide assistance to companies in
understanding the relevant requirements
under the Ordinance.
Updates on Implementation Issues
We wish to highlight some of the more
notable issues for company directors below.
• Delivery of annual returns
Under the Ordinance, an annual return of
a public company or a guarantee company
is required to be delivered, together with
certified true copies of the relevant
financial statements, directors’ report and
auditor’s report, within 42 days after the
company’s return date, that is, six months
(for a public company) or nine months (for
a guarantee company) after the end of the
company’s accounting reference period.
For a public company or a guarantee
company registered under a former
Companies Ordinance, the new
requirements apply to the first financial
year of the company that begins on or after
the commencement date of the new
Ordinance and all subsequent financial
years. For example, if a public company
prepares its financial statements up to 31
December every year, its first annual
return would have to be delivered under
the Ordinance on or before 11 August
2016, within 42 days from 30 June 2016.
The late delivery of annual returns by
guarantee companies is also subject to
an escalating scale of annual registration
fees in the same way as public
companies. A simple and user-friendly
Annual Return e-Reminder service is

available free of charge at our e-Registry
(www.eregistry.gov.hk) to facilitate
compliance. Users of the service will
receive electronic notifications for
delivering annual returns.
• Business Review
To improve the disclosure of company
information, public companies and
companies not falling within the reporting
exemption are required to prepare, as part
of the directors’ report, a more analytical
and forward-looking business review.
The review must contain, inter alia, a
description of the principal risks and
uncertainties facing the company and
information relating to environmental and
employee matters that have a significant
impact on the company.
A private company that does not fall within
the reporting exemption needs not
prepare a business review if it has
members’ approval of a special resolution
passed by 75% of its members. The
special resolution must be passed at least
six months before the end of the financial
year to which the directors’ report relates.
• Reduction of capital
The Ordinance introduces an alternative
court-free procedure for reducing capital
based on a solvency test. Under the
procedure, the company is required to
satisfy the solvency test, pass a special
resolution for reduction of capital and
publish notices in the gazette and
newspapers. The special resolution and
reduction take effect when the return on
reduction of share capital is registered.
The new procedure is faster and cheaper
than the procedure under the old
Companies Ordinance which involved
filing an application with the Court.
Full Scale Electronic Services
The CR has striven to expand its electronic
services over the years. Since 2011, we have
provided a One-stop Electronic Service for
Company Incorporation and Business
Registration at the e-Registry. The
e-incorporation service has significantly
streamlined the company incorporation and
business registration process, with

electronic Certificates of Incorporation and
Business Registration Certificates usually
issued in one go within an hour. Since 3
March 2015, all specified forms including
annual return can be filed online. The
electronic filing service not only facilitates
the reporting and disclosure of company
information but also enhances the efficiency
of filing for companies.
Presently, over 99% of company searches
are conducted online using the electronic
search services at www.icris.cr.gov.hk . On
average, more than 9,000 searches are now
conducted daily on a mobile platform
(www.mobile-cr.gov.hk) using the Company
Search Mobile Service. The CR targets to
introduce a full range of electronic search
services on the mobile platform this year.
Open-Ended Fund Companies
Now that the Ordinance has been
successfully implemented, a major initiative
in the legislative process relates to
open-ended fund companies.
Following a public consultation in March
2014, the Government has formulated the
legal framework to introduce open-ended
fund companies (OFC) in Hong Kong to
facilitate the setting up of investment funds.
The Securities and Futures (Amendment)
Bill 2016 was introduced into the Legislative
Council in January 2016 to lay down the
framework for the new regime. While the
Securities and Futures Commission will
regulate the operation of OFC, the CR will
be responsible for processing the
incorporation of OFC and the registration of
their corporate filings.
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ᄂࢊనޟٽώհԙݎ
౧ڼє་Ժ༵నࣉȂѽᚎмܠޱؔȂิ
ֲгҦߞᓲഢӎȂڭᠪКЈԋߞቮঋ
ȄۍᢜփڏȂ౧ڼᚎмϞԴশส༟നгҦ
ߞؔȂڼՂ୵гҦ༷നգೡᚐൢЂ
ᇩߞഢܠȃᢰгҦ֖ᓴᑄ࣏ڹӡޱᄥ
ԞൢຈȄԴѵध֖ࠑߞȮĳıĲķՐᖉ
ᖖᄩඡטȯКȂশสԴȶ༟ᓱԋȷўব
ߞቫవԩӤϣ֜Ⴏпұ֜Ȅ
౧ڼӺኧനЙ၃ޱ୰་֖ߞิьߵӎؔ
ȂѽԋদߵӎȂڭєϢѽ֖ࣆўՑ
ࢭгҦໜҊߞྲؔȄ
ྲۘ࢘ߞჅอఐࠧ௱༶׀Ȃधዃళ
ӡϞ՞ԴўᖉфြषӎߞྲనࣉȄ
ႿዾఐంϭԕϟწϘУՐߞϘڱዴ
ՄҞڍϘȈ

• ѽცЄўՑӲߞྲгҦॗգĶĸĦళૼ
ϞӎԴȶໜҊݽȷᇨ૭ĩŸŸŸįŦųŦŨŪŴĮ
ŵųźįŨŰŷįũŬĪ෩ߞڻೡᚐൢࡋፑӎȇ
• ԴĲĸķ༡ิьߵӎߞгҦКȂգĲĸĴ༡ళ
ӡЙ၃ޱ୰ฆ҃ؔȇ
• ԴϟწϘУՐȂӎతᖔĴĳĹԊڹӡѽ֖
ࣆўՑࢭгҦໜҊߞӦȂ֫Ϟࢭ
гҦໜҊӦᗁዴߞĶĵĦҽҠȇѽф
• գĳķৎгҦ༰ᄥჅЙ၃ޱ୰ߞྲؔ
་֖ϞԪۀȄ
ԯاে७ϧᅁࣉфయዃྲ౧ڼȂంփ࠳་
শส֯ऎನྐᖉԳߞឮߋϧȂгҦໜҊ
ȞϭᇍȶӎȷȟݺȶĳıĲĶՐгச৶ᔹ
Ꮃއசጨᔽᄑȷߞȶൊࠝᇟ་އசጨȷ
КᅷᖔȶࠛጨȷȄ
ంᅁࣉ౧ࢢڼȂশส֯ऎѹঋቫࠛᓉ
۶КѕߞԳ֜ఀѽ෩пȄ
ёӌཾᆓݽ
౧ڼయҍԺ༵ྲȂѽҐԋᇒȄྲ
నࣉҒࣁഢُܠ༡ټϠгҦ൵ьঋգϘԩ
ৎϠҍԇၭڰȂѽ෩пԋߞ࢘ށфய
യݑȇєϢـգੜߞഢࡋڽನၭ׀ߞڰ
ૈᎏॎȂѽҐᅆߵ࠲ߞތቪȇѽфᎬᡋ
੮ዴਰঋِـԺЙԢϠЀ෩ڻႤਫ਼ݕႋ៖
Ȃѽׄێኹ֖੮ዴਰߞᚚയȄ
اে࢝ᒸۖڍȂԴԧգᝯϠЀᘥփЙߞ
ׅϧϭȂশสߞԋᇒѪӀఀѽـϯϘኸ
ጁȄԴѵध֖ࠑߞȮĳıĲķՐᖉᖖᄩඡ
טȯКȂԴĲĹĺৎ၃ᕻᢜКȂশสാ᠈ϟ
ՐԴȶ࠲ቪЈߵظތႤ߰ȷўবᑾ֫㜑ᔝȄ
ѵध֖ᣙෳশสԴྲ౧ڼϭȂྲኧঋِၭ
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ـڰႎᆽԳݣᠨૈ׀ᎏॎߞഢܠȄ
ऎϞҐࢺԊ߰ᅆ౧ڼϭྲݣᠨഢߞܠሮ
ᝊȂԴϟწϘУՐϝѡ۶ϩѡȂاেԨݙ
գᑉ࠲гҦࠫȂ෩ᓹҁেգᝯӹѾ۹Ր
ӦඡࠑߞྲഢܠȄاেӺԨݙգӏգӦඡ
ԇ൵ьϘԩ๒ϠऎၭټߞڰϠгҦ
ҍཊᓱ഼ߢ੩Ȅ
ሃթԢȂاেា᠈ҐேޱЍ֯Ȅӎ
ӲϞϘৎࣤڟЈೡȂയᅁԳᅅгҦ
ߞໜҊᓱڰԳȄࣤڟϠ৶ྻᕭࣤгҦ
գᓲంգᝯݣᠨгҦԩᇍф൯ՅгҦ॔
ᔂĩҒࣁ৶ୃҊȃၭڰୃҊфгҦ૪
੩ୃҊĪຈຈߞഢܠȄԴ་֖ᅅง༡Ȃ
اেӺԨгҦ෩ׄڻȂڹҁেـ౻྾ನ
ႋ౧ߞڼहᝯഢܠȄ
ᄂࢊޟۣٱശཱིݷ
اেدϘڱႵऎᢖߞᅁࣉذܢڰগՂ
ϭȂڻгҦၭڰணւȈ

• Һпںԑҧൢߒ
Դ౧ڼϭȂгಿгҦݕᑉ࠲гҦߞ۹ՐӦ
ඡࠑ༷ݺႍгҦߞӦඡࠑџงࢢߞĵĳџа
ӹѾӎୃȂ༷ڭᔌࠢգᝯசඡࠑȃ
ၭڰඡטф੮ዴਰඡߞט၃੮ᝋૌᅁӎ
ȂփӦඡࠑџงႍгҦߞྻணงຕ
ߞࢢفķৎѡȞබгಿгҦփڏȟݕĺৎѡ
Ȟබᑉ࠲гҦփڏȟܨᆕНџȄ
ᅆݺੲᑂգȮгҦ౧ڼȯໜҊߞгಿг
Ҧݕᑉ࠲гҦȂྲഢܠᏋӡݺгҦԴ౧ڼ
ӠੜџงညџݕНࢢ༟ߞܕৎࣆՐ࢘
ȂѽфݙߞࢢێգࣆՐ࢘ȄڼՂȂՂг
ಿгҦᕢ൯ߞ۹Րசඡࠑߞೣຕџงऎ
ُՐĲĳѡĴĲџȂႍгҦ༷ӤĳıĲķՐķѡĴıџ
ĵĳџаȂݺĳıĲķՐĹѡĲĲџညџݕНࡈ
ӹѾێԴྲ౧ڼϭߞԊ۹ՐӦඡࠑȄ
ᑉ࠲гҦՂงӹѾ۹ՐӦඡࠑȂӺ༷Ղ
гಿгҦଠࢷቍኧ՜ጀՑᜳѾُՐୃ
ӡȄӎԴȶໜҊݽȷᇨ૭ĩŸŸŸįŦųŦŨĮ
ŪŴŵųźįŨŰŷįũŬĪֺ෩ڻϘ༵ᚎඏݽӡߞȶ۹
ՐӦඡࠑġ Ŧ෩ӯއசȷȂўгҦᓲంഢ
ܠȄႍ༵އசߞӡїྻ՜ۖ෩ӯгҦӹѾ
۹ՐӦඡࠑߞცЄ഼ߢ੩Ȅ

• ġཾቷຜ
ऎؼຠгҦႤਫ਼ߞݣᠨȂгಿгҦфЙ
៳Դ෩ӹඡטўবᖔᘄֺߞгҦ༷ᕢ൯
ۍـжݑޘфࡈ ߞݑசȂ֯ऎ
ၭڰඡߞטϘൊжȄႍ༵சညК
༷ႶգႍгҦবᅆߞѹঋলᔍфЙށ੬

ԯߞগȂѽфᅆႍгҦգদЂᠩ
ߞᖖᄩሃᄌ৶ߞܢڰႤਫ਼Ȅ
Й៳Դ෩ӹඡטўবᖔᘄֺߞټϠгҦȂ
ՂᖔĸĶĦ৶഼Ⴥߞપ־ٙ៉زȂ๑
༷ᕢ൯சȄఘႍપ־ٙ៉༷Դգᝯ
ၭڰඡݙטᝯѼߞࣆՐ࢘ೣຕࡈ൵ьķ
ৎѡ഼ჅȄ

• Ѝҏ
౧ڼබิьߵӎєϢϞѽᔺѾକϧเႏ
֯ऎڶᑂߞЙ၃ޱ୰ฆ҃ؔȄԴႍ
ؔϭȂгҦ഼༷ჅᔺѾକϧเႏфิь
ߵӎߞપ־ٙ៉ȂڭԴᐳඡфඡൢϯҏ
гטȄิьߵӎߞӦඡࠑϘ၃ୃȂ
પ־ٙ៉фิьߵӎϘטڰӠੜȄ
ȮгҦ౧ڼȯϭߞؔಝઘۖঋԨޱ୰
෩ӹӦȄሃНहѧȂྲؔࡋႵऎأ
థ۶ܢȄġ
Ӓ७ႫυඪҺМӇ݈
ӎԴݤਣცЄއசўবϘߡЙᓷϧȄ
ϟწϘϘՐȂاেԴȶໜҊݽȷᇨ૭
෩ڻȶϘ૭ՑცЄӲгҦфୃއ
சȷȂ҄ᑋৎӲгҦфୃؔݙ
ቮߞ༡ЂิьȂӦϠϘଠҞݺϘЈ
аۤఀѽცЄўՑҍߞгҦໜҊᝋށ
੩фୃᝋȄϟწϘУՐϬѡϬџ
ȂݙգࢽࠑށȞҒࣁ۹ՐӦඡࠑȟҞ
၃ᇨϯ෩ӹȄഺ༵ცЄ෩ӹћԆއசЙ֭
׀гҦӦඡфݣᠨႤਫ਼ȂӺҞ෩пгҦ
෩ӹћԆߞੜತȄ
ȂԴᇨϯŸŸŸįŪŤųŪŴįŤųįŨŰŷįũŬڹӡცЄ
ࣤҊއச་֖гҦࣤҊߞѧತऎĺĺĦȄ၃
гҦࣤҊࣹஜߍއசߞࣹஜӀҭĩŸŸŸįŮŰĮ
ţŪŭŦĮŤųįŨŰŷįũŬĪ་֖ࣤҊُџӀჅĺĭııı
ܟȄӎᄑݺՐаԴࣹஜӀҭయҍԑব
ߞცЄࣤҊއசȄ
ܹԒஅߜϴѧ
ȮгҦ౧ڼȯЏґᅁࣉȂԴӲޱ
ؔКߞϘ༵ѹঋྲ࣏գᝯ༟ݸՑࠛ
гҦȄ
ាϟწϘұՐϬѡ་֖гಿᓙ႙ȂࣆܹЏ
ᕢࣛੰࢠޱȂد༟ݸՑࠛгҦєϢ
শสȂѽ׀धӲظႤࠛȄȮĳıĲķ
ՐᝋۓфงറȞȟ౧ڼନ੯ȯЏݺϟ
წϘбՐϘѡ෩ӹӲྻޱ៉Ȃᚣթऎྲ
ۘ࢘ࣛੰܠȄᝋۓфงറڰசᆾᅅ৶
ྻയᆾᇒ༟ݸՑࠛгҦߞႻ֯Ȃ
փӎࡋྻയನ༟ݸՑࠛгҦߞ
Ӳ۶ୃႍຈгҦӹѾߞћԆȄ

